
Explanation of Short HorseSheets 
 
Today’s date (DATE) 
Today’s track (TRK) 
Race number (#) 
Today’s distance (DT) 
Horse’s post position (PP) 
Horse’s program number (PRG) 
Horse’s name shortened (HORSE) 
Today’s distance category compared to distance category of last race (DST)  
Surface of today’s race compared to surface of last race (SURF) 
Notes about the horse’s last race (MOVING? ( see definitions below)  
Horse’s average speed over all races on form (AVG SPD) 
Number of races on form (R#) 
Horse’s average speed over races at this distance and surface (ASP TDS) 
Number of races on form ATDS (RT) 
Horse’s average speed within 110 yards of today’s distance on this surface (ASP 110) 
Number of races ATEDS (RD) 
Horse’s Average speed last five races (AVG LAST 5) 
Horse’s usual position at 2nd call (SYS1) 
Horse’s usual position at final call (SYS2)  
Closing Factor (CLOSE) 
Horse’s usual position at 2nd call ATDS (TDS1) 
Horse’s usual position at final call ATDS (TDS2)  
Closing Factor (CLOSE) 
Horse’s velocity at 1ST call (BROT1) 
Horse’s velocity at 2nd call (BROT2) 
Horse’s Bris pace rating at first call (E1) 
Horse’s Bris pace rating at second call (E2) 
Horse’s Bris pace rating at final call (LATE) 
Closing factor by Bris pace ratings 
Early Bris Total Bris pace rating (EARLY TOTAL) 
Total pace rating last race (Last) 
Days since last race (DSLR) 
Total pace rating adding stretch call (BTOT) 
Average race rating for races on form (AVG RACE RTNG) 
Rating of the horse’s last race (LRR) 
Bris power figure (POWER) 
ML odds (MLINE) 
Horse’s last five speed figures (LAST FIVE FIGS) 
Connections rating TJW% 
Class average for races on the form (CLS) 
Trackman’s comment from last race (COMMENT) 
Horse’s overall rating (BEST OVERALL) 
Rating of horse’s last race (BEST LAST) 
Horse’s total rating (TOTALS) 
(NOTE: The last three ratings are affected by the Jockey/Trainer overall performance rating.)  
 



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR MOVING? COLUMN 
 
CP (Chased pace) 
 SP+ (Fast last race compared to horse’s average speed and by how much) 
 SP- (Slow last race compared to horse’s average speed and by how much) 
 SLR? (Slow last race compared to the race before it and by how much) 
 FLR (Fast last race compared to horse’s average speed and by how much) 
 CP (Chased pace) 
 BTL (Better than looked in last) 
 F (Flashed speed) 
 BOM (Big overall move with number of lengths gained) 
 BM1 (Big move early in race with number of lengths gained) 
 BM2 (Big move in the middle of the race with number of lengths gained) 
 BM2 (Big move late in race with number of lengths gained) 
 PP (Pressed pace) 
 ESP (Horse was in front for all three early calls) 
 Z Pattern (horse gained ground, lost ground, and gained ground again) 
 2 in 1 (Horse esentially ran two races in one) 
 
 

Explanation for #5 horse in this example: (CP) chased pace (BTL) better than looked (SG) 1.5 
length stretch gain (2>2 Post and finish positions in last race (horse finished 2nd from the 2-
hole)  (CLASS CHANGE) Class change today from last race 


